Tulane School of Science & Engineering Seminars
(Open to the Public)
Compiled by the Science and Engineering Honor Society (SEHS)

/ Spring 2019 /

Week of April 1

Monday

“Protein Structure Analysis and Comparison: Identifying Regions of Similarity Using a Graph Analysis of Underlying Structural Information”
Aaron Maus – University of New Orleans
4:00 PM, Stanley Thomas 302
Computer Science

Wednesday

Title TBA
Farzad Sabzikar – Iowa State University
3:00 PM, Dinwiddie 102
Mathematics

“Developmental programming of cardiometabolic diseases: Role of brain leptin receptor”
Suttira Intapad – Tulane University
4:00 PM, School of Medicine 5150
Neuroscience

Thursday

Title TBA
Tristan Buckmaster – Princeton
3:30 PM, Dinwiddie 102
Mathematics

Friday

“Increasing Pleistocene interglacial permafrost stability from Arctic cave deposits”
Jeremy Shakun – Boston College
12:00 PM, SELAB 206*
Earth & Environmental Sciences
* - Based on time/room from last semester, current time/room not posted
Title TBA
Emily Balcetis – New York University
3:30 PM, Room TBA
Psychology

Title TBA
Courtney Griffin – Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation
4:00 PM, Room TBA
Cell & Molecular Biology